OMG BRAND STORY

TESTIMONIALS FROM CLIENTS

Whoa! Don't take our word for it —
here's what our clients have to say!

“Olivia is amazing! I am a very deep
person and my brand has many layers.
Olivia picked up on every bit of it and
helped me get real clarity around brand
messaging.”

- Kristi V.

“The most eye-opening impact of working with Olivia was her identifying how the small
inconsistencies in my brand communication were holding my brand back from leveling up. She
was able to take the pieces of my story and bring them together cohesively in a way that
communicated compassion and authority while facilitating connection with my audience. The
connection piece is what I had struggled to incorporate for so long, and eventually, I stopped
trying, but the brand assessment Olivia gave me makes it extremely easy for me to included
connection points in all of my communications. I would highly recommend working with Olivia,
it's literally one of the best investments I have made in my business!”

- RJ C.

“OMG! Olivia really helped me take
what I thought was a boring story and
find the magic. I realized that there are
“Olivia helped me really identify what
elements belonged in my brand story. I had
a few brand story ideas before I came into
this, but I found so much clarity with Olivia.
I put my learning into action right away by
including my brand story elements in my

so many parts to my journey that I can
share to help me connect with my
audience! I am grateful for the
opportunity to work with Olivia and will
be applying what I learned to my
business right away!”

client communications. This will be a
game-changer for me!!”

- Yasmine Y.

- Morgan W.

“Olivia is amazing! I am a very
deep person and my brand has
many layers. Olivia picked up on
every bit of it and helped me
get real clarity around brand
messaging.”

- Kristi V.

“I think that Olivia has a gift of taking
what is seemingly random information
and running a thread of continuity
through it. She was very personable and
full of energy. I loved working with Olivia.
Her personality is infectious. She really
made my story sing as she found a way
to connect the different parts of it
seamlessly.”

- Stacie B.

We, as a team, thoroughly enjoyed working with Olivia! Latrina Walden™ Exam Solutions was launched in
November, 2018, and our company has not slowed down since. In our growing pains, we had to re-brand our
image, migrate the business to a different platform, as well as execute some major projects in a span of a
couple months. We had such a full plate!

With the guidance and support of Olivia and her team, we were able to tackle each project with confidence,
truly taking our company to the next level. Olivia did this by creating a structured and detailed timeline with
the team so there was no confusion when a task needed to be completed. She provided project
management tools that we've implemented into our business practices, as well as helpful feedback when
there were hiccups in the process.

What stuck out most though, was her ability to emphasize that at the core of everything, we already had the
grit and love for our work that we needed to succeed as a company - we just had to polish some things to
make it in the big leagues.

Olivia's enthusiasm for us to accomplish our goals really seeped through in every Zoom and phone call, and
we truly appreciate her expertise in the branding world. We look forward to working with her again in the
future because even though it's only been four months since we completed our time together, there's already
tangible results of progress. To that, we say cheers to all the growth and blessings to come!

- Janiece J.

